Excellence in Furniture
Since 1958

Eden
OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTION

DANSKE MØBLER
We are delighted to present our most comprehensive outdoor furniture collection ever for the 2014 season. In the collection you will discover a wide variety of designs and styles, carefully chosen to reflect current international trends but tailored to suit the unique climate conditions of New Zealand.

The wooden furniture has been manufactured in our Auckland factory where superior quality remains the highest priority. The design team has produced some inspiring new products and have expanded the range of wood colours and finishes, resulting in some truly unique looks. To provide flexibility and to maximise seating capacity, bench seats for most table designs have also been incorporated.

Complementing our own New Zealand made Eden wooden furniture is an exclusive range of imported woven and aluminium designs, made only in factories that meet our high standards of quality. A trend towards outdoor lounge furniture has been catered to with a diverse range of occasional suites, and the number of table sizes has increased. The woven furniture colour range has also been increased for the 2014 season.

We’re confident you’ll find the perfect furniture to suit your outdoor living area from within our collection, whether it’s something small for the patio or master bedroom balcony, or a large ten seater setting for family gatherings.

Outdoor Timber Characteristics

The wood used in our New Zealand made Eden furniture is certified African teak (Iroko) felled from sustainably managed forests. African teak is very suited for outdoor use due to its inherent strength and density. Unlike kwila, African teak is almost non-bleeding.

Small cracks, splits and twisting may appear in the timber, particularly on the end grain and to a lesser extent on the surface. This is natural behaviour of wood suitable for use outdoors, occurring as the natural oils and minerals evaporate with exposure to the sun, wind and rain. It is not a manufacturing defect.

Outdoor Woven Characteristics

The woven furniture is made from polyethylene, which is a synthetic material designed to be lightweight but extremely hard wearing. It is perfect for outdoor use as it is frost and waterproof, UV resistant and easy to clean.

Weaving the PE material around an aluminium frame provides a soft, supple seat surface that moulds to your body for maximum comfort.

Maintenance – Wooden Furniture

It is essential to establish a regular cleaning and maintenance programme to ensure outdoor wooden furniture remains in good condition, colour and appearance. We recommend Timbakote timber products for furniture manufactured by Danske Møbler.

It is important to read and follow the instructions on the can carefully before using any outdoor timber product.

Maintenance – Stainless Steel

(NZ made - marine grade 304)

Periodically, clean and polish the stainless steel frames using Autosol Metal Polish, Brasso, Jif or car cutting compound. Locations close to coastal areas require more frequent maintenance due to the effects of salt air.

Warranty

All outdoor furniture made in New Zealand by Danske Møbler comes with a 5-year guarantee for residential use.

All outdoor furniture imported by Danske Møbler comes with a 3-year outdoor guarantee for residential use.
EDEN & E2 CHAIRS
New Zealand made by Danske Møbler

Superior quality construction and attention to detail guarantees you an extremely durable and comfortable outdoor chair.

- Foam cushioning in seat and back
- Assembled with corrosion-free stainless steel bolts and screws
- Joints mortised and tenoned for strength and durability and glued with marine epoxy glue for all-weather protection
- Fade and rot resistant Planosol fabric with a 5-year guarantee in a range of colours

Pewter  Slate Grey  Blue
Green  Latte  Charcoal  Black

EDEN
African Teak & Planosol Chair
- jarrah stain

E2
African Teak & Planosol Chair
- sand blasted and white washed

KERMADEC 1500
African Teak Bench
- jarrah stain

PACIFIC 1500
African Teak Bench
- sand blasted and white washed

INLET 1800
African Teak & Stainless Steel Bench
- sand blasted and white washed

BALI 1800 African Teak Bench
- sand blasted and white washed

COAST 1800
African Teak & Stainless Steel Bench
- natural stain

VILA 2200 African Teak Bench
- espresso stain
wooden tables
TIMELESS NZ MADE DESIGN IN A RANGE OF STYLES, COLOURS AND FINISHES

PACIFIC 1700 Oblong African Teak Table
– sand blasted and white washed

SQE 1650 Square African Teak Table
– sand blasted and white washed

EDEN 1850 Oblong African Teak Table
– jarrah stain

EDEN 1800 Round African Teak Table
– jarrah stain
VILA 2400 Oblong African Teak Table
- espresso stain

BALI Oblong African Teak Table
2 sizes: 2200 and 2600
- sand blasted and white washed

INLET 2000 Oblong African Teak Table
- sand blasted and white washed

COAST 2000 Oblong African Teak Table
- sand blasted and white washed

EDEN 1300 Round African Teak Table
- jarrah stain

COAST 2000 Oblong African Teak Table
- natural stain
EDEN 1300 Round African Teak Table and Chairs

EDEN 1850
Oblong African Teak Table and Chairs

EDEN 1800 Round African Teak Table and Chairs

INLET 2000 Oblong African Teak Table and 1800 Benches
– sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.

PACIFIC 1700 Oblong African Teak Table and 1500 Benches
– sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.

S QE 1650 Square African Teak Table and E2 Chairs
– sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.

BA L I 1600 Round African Teak Table and Woven Chairs
– sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.

INLET 2000 Oblong African Teak Table and 1800 Benches
– sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.

Table only
VILA 2400 Oblong African Teak Table and 2200 Benches – espresso stain. Available separately.

BAILO 2200 Oblong African Teak Table and Woven Chairs and 1800 Bench – sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.


BAILO 2200 Oblong African Teak Table and 1800 Benches – sand blasted and white washed. Available separately.
MIRO 1000 Round Woven Table — mixed chocolate. Glass table top.

LAURENT 2100 Oblong Woven Table
— mixed chocolate. Glass table top. 1800 oblong table also available.

DUPRE 1800 Oblong Aluminium Table
— spraystone glass and dark grey frame

LAURENT 1000 Square Woven Table
— mixed chocolate. Glass table top.

MIRO 1000 Round Woven Table
— mixed chocolate. Glass table top.

IBIZA 1800 Oblong and 1200 Round Tables — marble and aluminium

MIRO 600 Round Woven Table
— mixed chocolate. Glass table top. PHUKET woven white wash table also available. No glass top.

MIRO 600 Table and LAURENT Chairs
LaURENT 2100 Oblong 9-pce Woven setting

CARIBBEAN 2100 Oval 7-pce Woven Setting

NORFOLK Low Oblong 6-pce Woven setting
– fog swirl. Sold complete.

DUPRE 1800 Oblong 7-pce Aluminium Setting

TASMAN 1800 Oval 7-pce Woven Setting

LAURENT 1800 Oblong 7-pce Woven Setting

MIRO 1000 Round 5-pce Woven Setting

LAURENT 1000 Square Table & MIRO Chairs 5-pce Woven Setting
CAFE 800 Round 3-pce Aluminium Setting

AARHUS 900 Round 5-pce Woven and Steel Setting
- mixed taupe. Glass table top and folding chairs. Sold complete.

RHODES 1100 Round 7-pce Woven Setting
- mixed taupe. Glass table top. Includes 2.5m Olefin umbrella (UV90+) and base. Sold complete.

MANILLA
Woven Chair
- Java brown

VANILLA
Woven Chair
- pine white

BALI
Woven Chair
- vintage white

LAURENT
Woven Chair
- mixed chocolate

MIRO
Woven Chair
- mixed chocolate

DUPRE
Textilene & Aluminium Chair
- black/grey sling with metallic grey frame
CaYMaN Woven sunlounger – mixed taupe
LaURENT Woven sunlounger – mixed chocolate
saKI Textilene & aluminium sunlounger – black/grey sling with graphite frame
PaCIFIC Teak sunlounger – sand blasted and white washed
Optional cushion available.
PaCIFIC Teak sunlounger – jarrah stain. Optional cushion available.
LaZY sUsaN 700 – jarrah stain or sand blasted and white washed
CaMPaRI 1.450 5-pce Woven Bar set – mixed taupe. Glass table top. Sold complete.
MINX Twin Woven Sunloungers – mixed taupe. Includes 2.5m tilt Olefin umbrella (UV90+) and base. Sold complete.
NAUTICA Woven Boat Bed – mahogany brown
ZIFIRA Woven Swing – black
CAYMAN Woven Sunlounger – mixed taupe
LAURENT Woven Sunlounger – mixed chocolate
SAKI Textilene & Aluminium Sunlounger – black/grey sling with graphite frame
MINX Twin Woven Sunloungers – mixed taupe. Includes 2.5m tilt Olefin umbrella (UV90+) and base. Sold complete.
ZIFIRA Woven Swing – black
PACIFIC Teak Sunlounger – sand blasted and white washed. Optional cushion available.
PACIFIC Teak Sunlounger – jarrah stain. Optional cushion available.
LAZY SUSAN 700 – jarrah stain or sand blasted and white washed
eat out in style

FIND THE PERFECT OUTDOOR SETTING FOR YOUR HOME & LIFESTYLE FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE RANGE

WOOD WITH WHITENASH, NATURAL OR ESPRESSO FINISH • WOVEN • ALUMINIUM • MARBLE
LUCCa 2-str Woven Occasional Combo
– mixed taupe. Sold complete.

BELIZE 3-pce Woven Occasional Suite
– matt white or black wash. Sold complete.

TRINIDAD
3-pce Woven Corner Suite
– dark grey. Sold complete.

ALSTEN 4-pce Occasional Suite

QUEENSCLIFFE 4-pce Woven Occasional Suite
– fog swirl. Sold complete.

SEAFORD 4-pce Woven Occasional Suite
– charcoal wash. Sold complete.
MODE 6-pce Woven Corner Suite
– mocha. Sold complete.

BALI
4-pce Woven Occasional Suite

ALSTEN 4-pce Woven Occasional Suite
– mixed chocolate
Sold complete.

LAURENT 5-pce Woven Occasional Suite
– mixed chocolate
Available separately.
sun umbrellas
THE ESSENTIAL OUTDOOR ACCESSORY

SHANGHAI
2.6m Umbrella with tilt function
– spun polyester

FAIR
2.7m Umbrella with tilt function
– Olefin
Oval 3.2 x 2.5m also available.

EDEN PRO
2.7m or 3.5m Umbrella
– Planosol

INLET
3.5m Umbrella
– Planosol

TITAN
3.3m Cantilever Umbrella
– Planosol

PALMS
3.5 Cantilever Umbrella
– Olefin (UV90+)

Umbrella Bases
For warranty purposes, all umbrellas must be used with the recommended base size.
25 kg – up to 2.7m • 40 kg – larger than 2.7m
Palms 80 kg – cantilever umbrellas
Umbrella protection covers also available. Strongly recommended.
YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST IS:

www.danskemobler.co.nz